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Abstract. With the development of information technologies, digital
media advertising (AD) based on the Internet has penetrated into every
aspect of real life. Particularly, in recent years, the rapid development
of modern digital media technology has brought huge opportunities to
the Internet digital advertising (IDA), where many digital advertising
media systems have been introduced. However, after these digital adver-
tising media systems are released to the IDA market, some problems
become increasingly prominent. For example, a large number of low-
quality advertisements (ADs) have caused great troubles for Internet
users, and the fake traffic has plunged the IDA market into a crisis of
trust. It is necessary to rebuild the trust and suppress the spreading of
low-quality ADs. To address this issue, we propose a blockchain-based
digital advertising media system (B2DAM). With the desirable features
of blockchain such as decentralization, trust system, high autonomy and
tamper resistance, our system is able to improve the experience of Inter-
net users, purify the environment of IDA market, and further promote
the sound development of the IDA market.
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1 Introduction

The advancement of Internet technology has driven the rapid development of
IDA. Nowadays, Internet advertising media has been integrated into all aspects
of the Internet, which has become an important driving force for the Internet
economy and real economy [26]. However, behind the boom of IDA, there are
some problems that cannot be ignored. On one hand, Internet users are grad-
ually moving away from IDA [24], which are mainly caused by the irregularity
of the IDA market. These irregularity phenomena include the imperfectness of
supervision mechanism and the backward IDA market operation mechanism.
On the other hand, IDA fraud [19] has angered advertisers, as a result, the IDA
market is in a crisis of trust.
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As a new thing in the advertising ecosystem, its regulatory system has a lot
of deficiencies, so that there are many unreasonable competition phenomena.
Currently, the IDA always publishes pop-up ADs, spam emails, forced push
ADs, etc. The proliferation of these ADs has brought poor and even unbearable
experience to the Internet users. Some ADs may contain viruses, which induce
users to click on viruses and implant them into the user devices, so as to steal the
users’ personal privacy data. These problems reflects that there lacks effective
supervision mechanism for the IDA and the existing operation mechanism is
outdated. In fact, most websites rely on click-through rate to earn AD revenue.
Some advertisers may try to use fraudulent means to improve click-through
rate, which is called “IDA fraud” [19]. Therefore, In the absence of regulatory
and operating mechanism, it is vital to make AD market move towards a sound
and healthy development path.

As an emerging technology in the Internet, the blockchain technology has
caused great concern. Blockchain has the characteristics of decentralization,
high reliability, anonymity, traceability and high security. Many blockchain-
based application systems with autonomous property have been designed [3].
It is well-known that Bitcoin has been running steadily for ten years without
any support of a management center. The blockchain is regarded as one of the
most promising subversive Internet technologies. It makes many countries release
various policies to support the landing of its applications. Thus, the blockchain
technology can be employed to address the aforementioned issues in existing
IDA media system.

1.1 Our Contributions

In this paper, we introduce a blockchain-based digital advertising media system
(B2DAM). The B2DAM system using blockchain framework, which is named
AD-chains. Based on the blockchain technology, It realize a AD-coins trading
system, which is a type of virtual digital currency [7], to address the issues in
the IDA ecosystem. Our system can be designed in a modular manner, where
advertising coins (AD-coins) are employed to realize a reward mechanism and
the interests of various roles are clarified in the decentralized system. The non-
tamperable nature of the blockchain ensures that all the transactions of AD-
coins are irreversible. The Ad-coin system provides interests as well as restrictive
effects to the roles of AD market. With the revenue mechanism, users could be
motivated to watch ADs more actively compared to that in existing IDA systems.

1.2 Related Works

The users’ privacy exposure is a prominent problem in the IDA market. Budak
et al. [5] found that the widespread use of AD-blocking softwares and the third-
party platform tracking are the main causes of threats. To optimize the IDA
strategy, Katsumata et al. [17] proposed a model for website classification using
website content, so that AD agencies can understand the attributes and themes
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of each website. Estrada-Jiménez et al. [12] analyzed the potential privacy issues
in IDA and further suggested privacy protection methods.

The public blockchain is the most characteristic part of the blockchain, which
enjoys decentralized, highly reliable, and non-tamperable properties. In 2008,
Nakamoto [25] is the first to proposed Bitcoin, which is known as the blockchain
1.0. Bitcoin uses “Proof of Work” (POW) as the consensus mechanism. However,
the Bitcoin system does not have smart contract and there are many restrictions
on the POW consensus mechanism.

Although Bitcoin provides the highest possible security, there is almost no
scalability and its throughput rate is too small [16]. Wood [29] suggested that
real-world applications should be able to run in any form, not just simple scripts
restricted in Bitcoin [1]. The blockchain 2.0 era is represented by the typical
technologies such as Ethereum. Compared to Bitcoin, Ethereum uses a POS
consensus mechanism [18], where the analysis shows that its performance is
better than Bitcoin on most technical indicators [27].

However, the current throughput and scalability of Ethereum does not meet
the requirements of large-scale applications [8]. Thus, the Block.one corporation
developed a new blockchain architecture, which is named EOS, to enable vertical
and horizontal scaling of decentralized applications. Their blockchain architec-
ture may ultimately scale to millions of transactions per second, eliminate user
fees, and allow quick deployment and maintenance in decentralized applications
(DApps), in the context of a governed blockchain [11].

In the Blockchain 3.0 era [31], the blockchain serves as an infrastructure
platform for the Internet. People are able to create a wide variety of applica-
tions on this platform. The EOS blockchain framework using Delegated Proof of
Stake (DPOS) consensus mechanism. The framework enjoys faster transaction
processing speed and higher throughput rate, and it is seen as one of the most
promising platforms for the development of the public blockchain platform [9].

Currently, Blockchain has been described as the key to the industry 4.0 era [2]
and has been used to develop many secure application systems. Hjalmarsson
et al. [15] designed a secure electronic voting system based on blockchain to
ensure the fairness and privacy in voting. Yang et al. [32] built a decentralized
public voting system based on the Ethereum. In [28], the blockchain is employed
to address the management problem in supply chain. Li et al. [21] solved the
privacy protection problem caused by the open transparency of blockchain, and
proposed a secure blockchain-based energy transaction system in industrial Inter-
net of Things.

1.3 Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review some
technical basis regarding the blockchain technology. We provide the system
model of the IDA media promotion system and summarize design principles
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we describe the design details of each module of our con-
struction. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Preliminaries of Blockchain

2.1 Technical Framework of Blockchain

A blockchain is defined as a chronological arrangement of data blocks in a form
similar to a linked list structure. The cryptography technology and consensus
mechanisms are employed to ensure that block data cannot be tampered with
and forged, and to achieve decentralized ledger. Blockchain is highly related to
some traditional technologies such as peer-to-peer network technology, asym-
metric cryptography, consensus mechanism, and smart contracts [34].

2.2 Key Technologies of Blockchain

Blockchain technology uses a number of recent advances of cryptography and
security technologies, especially for identity authentication and privacy protec-
tion technologies [33]. Some specific techniques include encryption algorithms,
hash algorithms, digital signatures, digital certificates, PKI systems [22], Merkle
trees [23], etc. Hash algorithm and digital signature scheme can ensure the
integrity of blockchain structure. Digital signature and digital certificate guaran-
tee non-repudiation of transactions. Merkle tree can organize transaction data
in the block structure according to their hash values, which ensures that the
transaction data cannot be maliciously falsified [10].

Blockchain can be regarded as a distributed ledger based on trust mechanism.
Different nodes can be added to the blockchain network to implement synchro-
nization and decentralization. Compared with traditional distributed storage
technology, the blockchain system provides certain fault tolerance performance
under the untrusted networks. With Byzantine fault tolerance [6], each node in
an untrusted environment can only know that the majority of nodes in the entire
network are honest, and all honest nodes can achieve consistence in the system.

The consensus mechanism in the blockchain system allows decentralized
nodes to jointly maintain the consistency of the blockchain ledger. Many consen-
sus mechanisms have been proposed, for example, Proof of Work (POW), Proof
of Stake (POS) [4], Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS), Byzantine fault tolerance
(BFT). Among them, POW is a mechanism to obtain block construction per-
missions using computer computing power. POS allocates the accounting right
according to the amount of assets held by nodes and the time of holding money.
DPOS improves POS greatly in achieving a consensus mechanism of selects the
block person through the voting mechanism to complete the trust operation.

Blockchain uses smart contract [20] to disseminate, verify, and enforce con-
tracts in an informational manner, so as to achieve trusted transactions without
third parties. Blockchain technology provides a trusted execution environment
for smart contracts. A blockchain-based smart contract is essentially a piece of
unchangeable computer code. Smart contacts ensure the security and efficiency
of the system and greatly reduces the transaction cost.
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3 System Model

The B2DAM system consists of six modules, that is, the identity and Ad-coin
account management module (IAAM), advertising delivery module (AD-DM),
advertising recommendation module (AD-RM), advertising evaluation mod-
ule (AD-EM), advertising prediction module (AD-PM), user feedback module
(UFM). In B2DAM, digital signature, time stamping and distributed consensus
mechanism are used to implement decentralized peer-to-peer AD-coins trading.
The underlying blockchain of the B2DAM system can be realized using a open
source multiple-chains framework, where AD-chains can be built.

3.1 System Framework

As shown in Fig. 1, the B2DAM system mainly includes two layers, that is,
blockchain layer and modules layer. The blockchain layer uses a multi-chains
framework as a real-time blockchain services to the modules layer. The module
layer is implemented through smart contracts and DApps. It is responsible for
transaction and interaction between different roles in the B2DAM system, which
through the queries to the ledger and AD-coins transaction services provided by
the blockchain layer.

Fig. 1. B2DAM system framework.

3.2 System Design Goals

To construct a high degree of autonomy and stable system, the B2DAM system
design must satisfy the following principles.

First, the amount of AD-coins must set a threshold. The stability of AD-
chains depends on a large number of users’ nodes. In the early stage of the
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B2DAM system, it is necessary to attract advertisers, AD publishers and Internet
users. Therefore, a reward mechanism is needed. Each role in the system can be
added to the AD-chains as a node. Once the amount of AD-coins reaches a
threshold, the reward mechanism aborts. Users can only obtain AD-coins by
watching ADs, which can be exchanged for AD watching rewards.

Second, users must be rewarded for watching ADs. As long as users complete
the viewing of AD, both users and the AD publisher are reward with AD-coins.
If users find a low quality AD, they can choose close, skip, or add comments
after viewing this AD. Watching ADs is no longer a waste of time, but a way to
earn money.

Third, the transactions of AD-coins must be verified. In order to prevent
the proliferation of AD-coins, the amount of AD-coins are restricted in the sys-
tem. The two roles of a transaction must have their own wallet address with
enough AD-coins. The transaction records the transfer of Ad-coin from one wal-
let address to another. The entire transaction process needs to be verified by the
blockchain consensus mechanism and completed by smart contracts. A secure
consensus mechanism guarantees the security of currency transactions.

3.3 System Model

The B2DAM system can be run as follows. The advertiser pays some AD-coins
to put the AD-related information into the AD-chains. The AD-chains calls the
AD-EM to evaluate the AD, and rank the AD-related information through the
smart contract. The AD-EM reevaluates the AD after each user scoring the AD.
The AD publisher calls the AD-RM to get the AD-related information. That is
a kind of answering mechanism. In fact, the AD-RM will pushes suitable AD
information to the AD publisher based on the quality score of the AD and the
publisher’s influence. The AD publisher delivers AD to users by their platforms,
such as website, short videos platforms.

Users are able to obtain a part of the AD-coins of the advertiser after viewing
the AD, and the other part is paid to the AD publisher. Users can redeem
the rewards to the AD publisher after they have a enough AD-coins. In the
early stage, the B2DAM system can use the smart contract to set an incentive
mechanism [13], so as to stimulate users to watch ADs. New users can earn
additional AD-coins by watching ADs on the AD publisher platform constantly,
while the AD broadcasting platform can also get rewards from advertisers for a
certain amount of AD-coins.

4 Our B2DAM system

Our B2DAM system consists of six modules and a blockchain framework, includ-
ing the identity and Ad-coin account management module (IAAM), advertis-
ing delivery module (AD-DM), advertising recommendation module (AD-RM),
advertising evaluation module (AD-EM), advertising prediction module (AD-
PM), user feedback module (UFM) and AD-chains. As shown in Fig. 2, these
modules are invoked by three types of entities: advertisers, publishers, and users.
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Fig. 2. A running procedure of B2DAM system.

4.1 System Blockchain Platform

As shown in Fig. 3, our B2DAM system employs the multi-chain technology,
which is named AD-chains [30]. One of that is the parent-chain, which is a
public blockchain that used for AD-coins transaction. The other is the sub-chain,
which is used to store the AD-related information delivered by advertisers. Most
important, considering the extensibility of our system, other subchains can be
added to the parent-chain in future.

Fig. 3. AD-chains structure in the B2DAM system.

In the B2DAM system, AD-coins transactions records and AD-related infor-
mation records cannot be deleted or changed, which is open to the public.

Our parent-chain is designed with the EOS blockchain framework, to ensure
that all information such as AD quality score, users’ scoring, and playing number
are all cannot be tampered with. The incentive mechanism can award virtual
currency to publishers, users and advertisers in the early system stage. Note
that the total number of rewards is reduced year by year, and the reward is no
longer provided after the platform is stable. In detail, the blockchain platform
is implemented as follows.
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The information chain includes the wallet address, the times of AD playing,
the URL of AD, the amount of AD credit for promotion, and the initial AD
quality value.

Using the DPOS consensus mechanism to construct the parent-chain and
subchain’s blocks, which has an unparalleled advantage over other consensus
mechanisms. A voting mechanism is employed to filter low-quality AD. By elim-
inating advertiser which provide the low-quality ADs, we can ensure the a near
100% participation rate of the high-quality ADs provider. The DPOS algorithm
has a high rate of blockout, which can confirm the transaction with 99.9% cer-
tainty within 1.5 s, thus ensuring that the transaction throughput in the service
network meets the performance requirements.

To successfully deliver an AD, the advertiser need to freeze the required
amount of AD-coins. The AD-coins obtained by the user for watching AD are
realized by corresponding smart contracts. The smart contracts can divide and
transfer AD-coins to the AD publisher and the user according to a predetermined
proportion. Also, according to the AD-EM, AD quality score can be dynamically
updated by implemented a specific smart contract.

4.2 Identity and Account Management Module

In this module, users must providing their personal information to complete
the account registration. Then, all registered users would obtain valid wal-
let addresses respectively, which can be used for AD-coins transactions in the
B2DAM system. Note that each user can only have one valid account at the same
time. The management system also periodically checks these account members.
If some users behaves abnormally, a penalty mechanism would be triggered, or
their account would be forcibly logged off. If users’ behaviors are illegal, the
B2DAM system can inform AD publisher that he has registered, and deliver the
evidence to pursue their legal actions.

Advertisers can also complete the registration by providing their information.
Then this modular will set up a function for advertiser registration, where a
amount of pre-stored AD-coins are deposited and the number of it can range
from low to high. Due to the different investment capabilities of advertisers,
they are allowed to choose the amount of pre-stored AD-coins. At the same
time, the system will set a minimum pre-stored quota. If the minimum amount
is not met, they cannot be registered as an advertiser.

4.3 Advertising Delivery Module

This module realizes AD delivery backend functionality through the smart con-
tracts which written by the high-level programming language. DApps will be
designed to call the smart contracts, in order to provide users with the function
of AD delivery. Advertisers need to store ADs in a network server, and then the
AD-related information will be delivered to the AD-chains through the DApps.
The AD-related information that is published on AD-chains can be modified. How-
ever, all modifications are traceable to ensure that advertisers can modify the AD-
related information according to the score of real-time evaluation by the AD-EM.
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In the B2DAM system, each registered advertisers can deliver his AD-related
information to the information chain, under the condition that there must be
enough pre-stored AD-coins met the quota. All advertisers have equal opportu-
nities to compete. There will be no so-called “advertising giants”, since the final
result is determined by users and the AD-EM.

4.4 Advertising Recommendation Module

Currently, there are numerous AD publishers. To push AD to some large plat-
forms, advertisers need to invest more money into a new AD for high-quality.
They also pay a large amount of fees to the AD publisher, which means some
capital-rich advertisers may be able to monopolize their AD. When the same
types of AD are looped, the user feel tired for these types AD. In this mod-
ule, a first-responder mechanism is designed to solve the current situation of
unequal promotion opportunities of ADs. After an AD is delivered by the ad
delivery module, the major AD publishers can select ADs from this system, that
is, the AD publishers can answer the AD. When some publisher confirms that
the AD-related information exists on the AD-chains, he can obtain the broad-
casting right of this AD. Then, other publishers can continue to answer. These
mechanism ensures the fairness of competition between publishers.

To avoid artificial manipulation and prevent the capital-rich advertisers from
using the capital advantage to infinitely loop their ADs, we set a maximum times
of broadcasting for each AD, such that each AD can only be allowed for a limit
times of broadcasting. Then, the publisher continues to select AD and broadcast
it to users.

4.5 User Feedback Module

This module is designed to improve the user’s viewing experience in this system,
so the user’s evaluation results will affect the AD’s value in real time. When
some user completes the viewing of a whole AD on the AD publisher’s platform,
the system will hint the user to score this AD. The score will affect the total
score from the AD-EM. To motivate the user to conduct scoring, this module
provides a new mechanism. When the score given by a large number of users
is close to the total score given by the AD-EM, these users would obtain more
AD-coins. Then, this value will be fed back to the AD-EM in real time, and the
AD-EM will update the AD quality score according to a certain proportion.

4.6 Advertising Evaluation Module

Some well-known AD publishers usually have a large appeal to users. They
always occupied important position in the AD ecosystem, While smaller AD
publishers are not. When an AD is played on a little-known publisher compared
with a powerful AD publisher, the popularity and influence of playback are
incomparable.
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In this module, the quality of AD and the user revenues can be judged and
evaluated. An AD’s quality score is influenced by the scale of AD publisher,
including the number of AD watched, the numbers of skipped, and the user’s
score of the AD. In detail, this module employs the following AD evaluation
rules.

The size of the publisher’s platform is used as a reference factor, which is
positively related to the number of users. In fact, the scores provided by the
large platform is better than that from small platforms. For the AD publishers
that registered in our system, its score is based on the number of users, which
can be divided into four grade. The grade is A, B, C, D. Let Xa, Xb, Xc, Xd

be the proportion of platforms, and Wa, Wb, Wc, Wd be the AD quality score
generated by each platform. The AD’s total quality score can be calculated as
follows

W = Wa ×Xa + Wb ×Xb + Wc ×Xc + Wd ×Xd

The number of AD skipped is negatively correlated with the quality score of
AD in the system. Under the condition of paid viewing of AD, most AD that
are expected to be skipped may have quality problems.

The evaluation score of some user for an AD is positively correlated with
the quality score of AD in the system. When completed the watching of some
ADs, the user is asked to scoring the AD to reflect the expected score. The user
scoring is the expected of different platforms generated by the average value of
the evaluation of each publisher’s user. Let the average score be a, b, c and d,
and the proportion of the publisher playing amount that produces the average
score be P (a), P (b), P (c) and P (d). Then, we can compute an expect value as
follows

E = a× P (a) + b× P (b) + c× P (c) + d× P (d)

The total score is generated by the sum above, and the average score will be
affected by the total score, that is,

total score = market price × total score/average score.

In the system, All the parameters are stored in the information chain.
According to the above four rules, each impact factor can be quantified, and

the weighted average is the quality score of this AD in the system.

4.7 Advertising Prediction Module

The AD-PM uses a machine learning algorithm to predict the number of view-
ers and their revenues, and feeds the results back to advertisers and AD pub-
lishers [14]. According to the predicted-effect of AD, the advertiser can decide
whether to continue the AD playing or not. If the AD does not bring enough
revenue or the number of viewers is too small, the AD publisher will no longer
play the AD and choose to answer another AD. In addition, the module also
uses data mining algorithms to analyze the types of AD that users often watch,
and combines the recommendations of the AD-RM with the user as much as
possible.
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5 Conclusion Remarks

Based on the current blockchain technology, this paper proposes an digital adver-
tising media promotion system (B2DAM) in the IDA media industry. The lack
of supervision and effective operation mechanism leads to the proliferation of
low quality AD, which means an efficient way is needed to maintain the healthy
development of the IDA market. Thus, our B2DAM is designed to improve the
quality and effectiveness of advertising, enhance the enthusiasm of user partici-
pation, and enhance the user viewing experience. More importantly, the quality
of AD in the advertising market could be improved, thus the problems in existing
IDA ecosystem can be solved.
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